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ABSTRACT

The Dielectric Wall Accelerator (DWA) is an approach for manufacturing particle accelerators that can be an order of magnitude more compact than conventional accelerators. To realize the associated high level of electric field gradient it is necessary to develop and characterize materials that can maintain electric fields in excess of 100 MV/m (=1MV/cm). This high value for the breakdown strength must be maintained for many thousands of pulses under conditions of voltage reversal. The present work reports the performance of a candidate composite material composed of high dielectric constant nanoparticles dispersed in an epoxy matrix loaded to achieve a dielectric constant = 10. The effect of voltage on number of pulses that can be sustained is given. In addition the effects of electrode gap spacing and charging rate are explored.

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1a shows a schematic for the circuit model. Capacitors C1 and C2 and inductors L1 and L2 model the behavior of the MARX generator.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48
The main components are the voltage monitor (A), the input from the MARX generator (B), the pulse shaping inductors and resistors (C) the switch (D) and the sample to be tested (E). As discussed in the introduction, the preferred testing for the insulator samples requires a voltage waveform similar to what is expected during operation. This establishes that the voltage waveform should have a charge time peaking at several hundred nanoseconds immediately followed by a high frequency oscillatory voltage. The voltage source for testing the samples was a multi-stage MARX generator (not shown) having a voltage rise-time on the order of 20ns followed by a RC decay time. To generate the appropriate test waveform, waves-shaping components were needed. A load resistor (R3) was added across the MARX output to establish a RC time constant on the order of 500ns. Also connected in parallel with the MARX was a series combination of a large inductor (L3), resistor (R3), and the insulator test sample (essentially a small capacitance (C3) as compared to the MARX equivalent capacitance (C4)). The inductor/resistor combination served multiple purposes: it isolated the MARX from the test sample in the event of a fault thereby limiting voltage reversal on the MARX capacitors; it slowed down the rise-time of the charge voltage across the sample; and it allowed the sample voltage to resonantly charge to a voltage exceeding the MARX output.

To generate the required ringing voltage, another circuit was placed in parallel with the sample. This circuit consisted of a series combination of small inductance, resistance, and switch. In the SPICE simulation, a transistor (Q1) was used to simulate the spark gap switch used in the actual circuit (D in photo). The spark gap was designed to break down at the voltage peak across the test sample at which time the circuit rings with a frequency of oscillation set by the sample’s capacitance and the parallel inductance with damping as determined by the resistor.

The ball-to-ball sample configuration shown in Figure 1 is shown schematically in Figure 2a where the result of an electric field modeling calculation is presented. Figure 2b.

\[
\text{Gap} = .08'' \ (2.03\text{mm}) \\
\text{Voltage (V)} = 224 \text{ kV} \\
\text{Voltage/Gap} = 110 \text{ kV/cm} \\
K = 10
\]
It can be concluded that the electric field enhancement resulting from this particular geometry is a relatively small value of 9% making it useful for establishing the electrical characteristics of the material and not dominated by such field enhancements. An additional advantage of the ball-to-ball electrode geometry was the ability to prepare multiple samples of the dielectric under nearly identical conditions to allow the statistical characteristics of breakdown to be established. (The relatively small test area will require subsequent testing of larger area samples once the general breakdown behavior of a particular material is established). Figure 3 shows the characteristic waveforms before, during, and after breakdown that were obtained.

A computer-based data collection system allowed multiple pulses to be applied to each test sample until breakdown was detected. Each waveform was compared with the preceding waveform before executing the next shot. If a difference between waveforms exceeded pre-established limits, the system alerted the experimenter with a radio page. The maximum, minimum and peak-to-peak values were collected in a table along with all of the traces for subsequent inspection.

RESULTS:

The first observation concerning breakdown behavior can be made from the oscilloscope trace shown in Figure 3 since it is representative of all observed failures. In all cases the failure occurred at the positive maximum in the trace rather than during the voltage reversal. This suggests that the voltage reversal was not cause of insulator failure, at least with the extent of reversal that we were able to achieve with the test setup used in this study.

The results of testing 12 samples with a nominal 2 mm gap are given in Figure 4.

The vertical axis gives the number of shots that a particular sample was able to hold vs. the electric field calculated by dividing the maximum voltage during a shot divided by the gap between the ball electrodes. (The relatively small field enhancement is ignored at this point for 2 mm gap.

Figure 4: Number of shots held vs. applied field for 2 mm gap.
since it does not change from sample to sample). As expected, the number of shots that can be held increases as the electric field decreases. The apparent bimodal character of the data suggests that there may be defect sites in the material. (The existence and characterization of such sites will be the subject of future work should we determine that this material is a suitable candidate for DWA construction). The statistical analysis of the data was done using software that came with a book on Weibull Analysis[1]. Figure 5a shows Weibull hazard plots for 1 and 2 mm electrode spacing at electric fields around 1 MV/cm.

Figure 5a: Accumulated hazard plots.

It is clear that the reducing the electrode spacing helps to improve voltage holding performance. For instance, with a 0.25mm spacing under pulse charge conditions, the breakdown field is double that found with 1 mm spacing.

In addition to considering electrode spacing, we also investigated the effect of charging the dielectric more slowly. Since charging systems can be less expensive if the system being charged can be charged more slowly, we wanted to know if our candidate material could withstand high electric fields for longer periods of time. To make this measurement we programmed a high voltage DC power supply to ramp to full voltage in 1 second. The full voltage value was increased in 5 kV increments. In our particular test the maximum voltage capability of our programmable power supply (100kV) was reached and we were not able to break our insulator material with a 0.25mm gap. We were able to break the same material with a smaller .076mm gap at a lower voltage.

These two slower charge measurements are also included in Figure 6 for comparison with the faster charging results. The voltage holding ability is seen to be increased by a further when a 0.25mm gap was charged at a 1 second rate.
compared to charging at a 100ns rate. The arrow on the plot indicates that the sample did not break due to limitations with our programmable DC power supply. In contrast to the behavior of dielectric fluids where slower charging normally leads to diminished voltage holding capability, in the case of dielectric solids the opposite is frequently found to be the case[3, 4]. Apparently this was the case for our particular material.

**SUMMARY AND PLANNED FUTURE WORK**

We have measured the dielectric breakdown performance of a nanoparticle composite material with a dielectric constant = 10. Our ultimate goal is to determine if a set of operational conditions exist were this material might provide sufficient breakdown strength to be considered as a candidate material for construction of Dielectric Wall Accelerators. At this point it appears that if such conditions exist, they will involve the use of electrode spacing values around 0.25mm.

While it is clear that the slower charging does not adversely affect breakdown performance and might in fact improve it, further measurements will be required to quantify the effect of charging rate on breakdown performance.

Our next set of experiments will involve establishing the reliability curves for this material with the electrode spacing around 0.25 mm to determine if there is sufficient performance to justify further testing with larger areas.
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